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Chelsea Handler Quotes

       A Muslim allowed a topless Jew to sit on his camel. And we say we
can't live side by side? I say we try and we can and we will. And you
don't even have to be topless. L'chaim. 
~Chelsea Handler

We usually have margaritas on Thursdays but since it's Tuesday I'll
make an exception. 
~Chelsea Handler

I try to not overthink anything. I don't understand why nipples are
nudity. Who cares? Men can show their nipples but if we have breasts
we can't show them? 
~Chelsea Handler

Laugh loudly, laugh often, and most important, laugh at yourself. 
~Chelsea Handler

Even if times are tough and you're enduring a terrible heartache, it's
important to focus your anger on a vibrator, not another person. 
~Chelsea Handler

I can't be skinny all the time. I like to drink and I like to eat. I like
burgers and bagels. 
~Chelsea Handler

I think we can all agree that sleeping around is a great way to meet
people. 
~Chelsea Handler

There are no warning signs on the trampoline. The warning is the
trampoline. 
~Chelsea Handler

I'm very much about letting other people shine, because it makes us all
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shine brighter. 
~Chelsea Handler

You do not OWN a dog. You HAVE a dog. And the dog HAS YOU 
~Chelsea Handler

I don't like the word 'alcoholic'. I like to think of myself as an advanced
drinker. 
~Chelsea Handler

It always freaks me out when I go to a sushi place and there's a
Mexican. 
~Chelsea Handler

Obviously, if I was serious about having a relationship with some one
long-term, the last people I would introduce him to would be my family. 
~Chelsea Handler

I can remember my first one-night stand like it was yesterday. Well,
maybe not the first. Or the second... or the fifth. I'll just begin with what I
can remember and not concern myself with order. 
~Chelsea Handler

You should always speak your mind, and be bold, and be obnoxious,
and do whatever you want and don't let anybody tell you to stop it. 
~Chelsea Handler

It's true what they say about patience being a virtue; it just happens to
be a virtue that I choose not to pursue. 
~Chelsea Handler

Everyone knows if you're going to take weed to school, you put it in
your trapper keeper to keep it fresh. 
~Chelsea Handler
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That's what my perfume would smell like, margarita and vodka. 
~Chelsea Handler

Let's all help each other be a little bit better at being human beings. 
~Chelsea Handler

As you get older, then you finally come back around full circle when you
don't give a s - anymore and you decide I'm going to just tell the truth to
everybody. I don't give a s - if anybody likes me. 
~Chelsea Handler

If you judge a person by the company they keep, then I'm retarded. 
~Chelsea Handler

It became clear when I got in my car that Persians are only really good
for two things. Oil and hummus. 
~Chelsea Handler

I met my first midget in Mexico, and he was a waiter with a sombrero on
his head, filled with chips and salsa. Like I was gonna let that guy get
away - I don't think so. 
~Chelsea Handler

There are two kinds of people I don't trust: people who don't drink and
people who collect stickers. 
~Chelsea Handler

I never say the things I really want to. If I did, I'd have no friends. 
~Chelsea Handler

I went out with a guy who once told me I didn't need to drink to make
myself more fun to be around. I told him, I'm drinking so that you're
more fun to be around. 
~Chelsea Handler
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If you can't trust your coke dealer, who can you trust? 
~Chelsea Handler

First of all, i'm not an actor - I'm an asshole. 
~Chelsea Handler

It's been my experience that people who make proclamations about
themselves are usually the opposite of what they claim to be. 
~Chelsea Handler

I want to start saying bad words all the time! 
~Chelsea Handler

According to the New York Post, Lance Armstrong and Ashley Olsen
are dating. They must be getting serious - Lance gave Ashley his
yellow Live Strong bracelet. She wears it as a belt. 
~Chelsea Handler

We women have to stick together. 
~Chelsea Handler

Along with the 97 percent of women who can see, I have never been a
fan of redheaded men. 
~Chelsea Handler

Most republicans are against contraception because they don't care
about it. You can't get pregnant anally anyway. 
~Chelsea Handler

You know you're a hot mess when the only person buying you drinks all
night is yourself. 
~Chelsea Handler

Men don't realize that if we're sleeping with them on the first date, we're
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probably not interested in seeing them again either. 
~Chelsea Handler

You get photographed together when there's 25 people with you and
people assume that you're having sex, which is definitely not the case. 
~Chelsea Handler

I hate that people assume guys are the only ones to want sex. Girls
want sex, too, and that shouldn't be a problem. 
~Chelsea Handler

I wish it was that easy to get turned on for me - at this point, I need a
bottle of Belevere and a fighterjet. 
~Chelsea Handler

Hulk Hogan's wife has filed for divorce. This is the most devastating
breakup since Pam Anderson and Tommy Lee. And then Pam
Anderson and Kid Rock. And soon, Pam Anderson and Rick Salomon. 
~Chelsea Handler

Angelina Jolie's older brother James Haven, the one she made out
with, has a license plate on his SUV that reads Shiloh. Maybe it's not
that weird. After all, he could be the father. 
~Chelsea Handler

Paris Hilton is going on a goodwill mission to Rwanda. It's the first time
an entire Third World country will have to get immunizations for a
visitor. 
~Chelsea Handler

People tend to call me names that I can't repeat on basic cable. I will
give you a hint. They rhyme with itch, hunt, & bore. 
~Chelsea Handler
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Paris Hilton is one of the hosts for Nicole Richie's baby shower, and
they're serving sushi. Awesome, Parisâ€”sushi, the one thing pregnant
women are forbidden to eat. Thanks for the mercury. 
~Chelsea Handler

A hotel room all to myself is my idea of a good time. 
~Chelsea Handler

It's hard on an all-gay softball team because no one knows if they want
to be a pitcher or a catcher. 
~Chelsea Handler

David Hasselhoff was hospitalized after falling off the wagon again. He
probably got used to drinking too much, because for years he never
had to worry about driving anywhere - his car drove itself. 
~Chelsea Handler

I had sex with a couple guys but it wasn't a baseball team. I saved that
for my twenties. 
~Chelsea Handler

I understand that if you're a kid in Indonesia, you need to smoke
because you just got off work at the Nike factory. 
~Chelsea Handler

Or people who have one baby and go buy a minivan... how big is your
baby? 
~Chelsea Handler

When you see the veins popping out of my neck, that's an exclamation
point. 
~Chelsea Handler

Christina Aguilera finally announced her pregnancy. Thanks for waiting
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until your third trimester to get the word outâ€”why not just wait until
you're crowning? 
~Chelsea Handler

I was in a tailspin of confusion I hadn't experienced since the first time I
heard George W. Bush speak. 
~Chelsea Handler

If diamonds are a girl's best friend, I wonder if blood diamonds are a
girl's best friend 5 days out of the month? 
~Chelsea Handler

He laid into me with the same gusto as a right-wing political pundit on
the O'Reilly Factor defending President's Bush right to vacation six
days out of the week. 
~Chelsea Handler

I think it's important to be involved with charities that don't necessarily
reflect what you're dealing with in your life. 
~Chelsea Handler

The whole thing about my books and my life is that I create drama's
always around me. 
~Chelsea Handler

I'm not that shallow, asshole. I don't need money. It's way more
important for them to be good-looking. 
~Chelsea Handler

Getting rewarded for being pregnant when you're a teenager? Are you
serious? I mean, that makes me want to kill somebody. 
~Chelsea Handler

I think bullying of anybody, whether they're gay or straight or anything
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in high school is unbearable. 
~Chelsea Handler

A lot of amazing comedians that I've worked with just really follow their
instincts and you can't really teach someone comedic timing. And you
just kind of have it. 
~Chelsea Handler

Why would you go out and not drink? Just stay home and sit there. 
~Chelsea Handler

I would never sell my dog for a man. I'd sell the man. 
~Chelsea Handler

I probably do the most for the gay and lesbian community, or LGBT, but
I don't have one that I focus on. I just try and kind of do a lot for
different charities. 
~Chelsea Handler

I'll tell you what can make bacon better... nothing. 
~Chelsea Handler

I'm always happy to pitch in and do something. Everybody needs to be
laughing a little. 
~Chelsea Handler

Hispanics still have the highest rate amongst teens with babies so at
least the future housekeeping is secure. 
~Chelsea Handler

People confuse the fact that I discuss drinking openly with the idea that
I'm a heavy drinker. I don't want girls at my show wasted, screaming
and yelling out and vomiting. 
~Chelsea Handler
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The only thing worse than dating a single mom is dating a single mom
that won't put out. 
~Chelsea Handler

In a statement to the Associated Press earlier in the year, Jamie Lynn
said she didn't have a boyfriend. She said, â€˜I'm keeping my options
open.' And by options, she meant legs. 
~Chelsea Handler

You got married recently to a rapper. It doesn't take them long to
impregnate women. 
~Chelsea Handler

Britney Spears' album Blackout is one of the hottest-selling CDs in the
country. We're in a bad place, people: The world is melting, we're at
war, and Two and a Half Men is a huge hit. 
~Chelsea Handler

It's a dream come true to have someone else portray me. Because I've
been living this life for a long time, and I'm over myself. 
~Chelsea Handler

How do you think jail was?! I got face raped by a woman... and I think I
may have liked it. 
~Chelsea Handler

Don't take 'no' for an answer. Keep knocking down walls until someone
says 'yes.' 
~Chelsea Handler

I'm not graceful either. I have no rhythm, I'm never on top. 
~Chelsea Handler

The last time a straight man worked in the fashion industry, we got a
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fanny pack. 
~Chelsea Handler

Tara Reid is charging $3,500 for a personal appearance fee. So, for
only $3,500 you can either buy a 1998 Jetta with 130,000 miles on it...
or Tara Reid, who only has 98,000 miles on her. 
~Chelsea Handler

That's the problem in my industry. Anyone can go and open a f - ing
hotel. Anyone can go and buy a restaurant. It's not like a doctor or a
lawyer, you need certain qualifications. That's the issue. 
~Chelsea Handler

I couldn't go any higher with three Michelin stars. I mastered my craft.
I'm still learning and picking up ideas. 
~Chelsea Handler

Before any exposure on TV, I'm a real chef. 
~Chelsea Handler

People push my buttons, so I'm going to react. 
~Chelsea Handler

I'm not going to blow up just for the sake of it, because it's on TV.
That's not the issue. 
~Chelsea Handler

As a woman, we should all stop talking about it and just acknowledge
what's happened and act like we own the space, because we do. 
~Chelsea Handler

When you have a vision, you have to see it through, and you can make
anything happen. You really can, especially in this [entertainment ]
industry. 
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~Chelsea Handler

I don't want to be Oprah [Winfrey], I'm not trying to be Barbara Walters,
but we can all do better. 
~Chelsea Handler

Reality TV's pretty tricky for me. I don't really watch anything like that,
because I think it's brain-sucking. 
~Chelsea Handler

I think reality television, unless it's inspirational, which it very rarely is, I
think it's embarrassing. It's embarrassing state of affairs that we're in. 
~Chelsea Handler

My message is strong and my belief is strong, in the fact that we can
still be provocative and have fun and just get informed. 
~Chelsea Handler

It's also a terrible kind of sentiment [ reality TV] for children and for
people. It makes people feel like they all want to be famous for no
reason. 
~Chelsea Handler

I'm a worker. I like to work and I like to provide work for other people. I
like to put people on my show who normally would never have a
chance at being on television. 
~Chelsea Handler

I've always been exactly who I am on TV. I'm not playing a role. 
~Chelsea Handler

Obviously its nice to give your time and especially when there is money
being raised. It's rewarding. 
~Chelsea Handler
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I like to laugh. It's kind of escapism. I like to make people laugh. And I
kind of like people just to have to not think about anything 
~Chelsea Handler

There should be a talent that goes along with being famous. 
~Chelsea Handler

That just sends the wrong message to everybody. [Donald Trump]
should have the least amount of air time. 
~Chelsea Handler

I think it's important to be authentic to who you are, and if you're
inauthentic at all, people smell that from a mile away. 
~Chelsea Handler

People who have experience and credentials, they should be talking
about that [Donald Trump presenting on TV]. I know everybody cares
about ratings, but come on. The whole world is watching. 
~Chelsea Handler

[Gordon Ramsay] knows about being bullied, because look at the size
of him. 
~Chelsea Handler

Adults end up shading things and shading the truth, and you end up
lying and telling people what they want to hear. 
~Chelsea Handler
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